Computational reconstruction for three-dimensional imaging via a diffraction grating.
This paper describes a computational reconstruction method for 3-D imaging via a diffraction grating. An optical device consisting of a diffraction grating with a camera produces a parallax image array (PIA) for 3-D imaging in an efficient way according to recent researches. Unlike other capturing systems for a PIA such as a lens array with a camera and a camera array, a diffraction grating with a camera has an advantage in terms of the optical system complexity. However, since the diffraction grating is transparent, the captured raw image by the diffraction grating has no feature to detect the boundary of each parallax image. Moreover, the diffraction grating allows parallax images to overlap each other due to its optical property. Those problems prevent computational reconstruction from generating 3-D images. To remedy those problems, we propose a 3-D computational reconstruction method via a diffraction grating. The proposed method using a diffraction grating includes analyzing the PIA pickup process and converting a captured raw image into a well-defined PIA. Our analysis introduces a virtual pinhole; thus, a diffraction grating works as a camera array. Also, it defines the effective object area to segment parallax images and provides a mapping between each segmented parallax image and corresponding virtual pinhole. The minimum image area is also defined to determine the minimum field of view for our reconstruction. Optical experimental results indicated the proposed theoretical analysis and computational reconstruction in diffraction grating imaging are feasible in 3-D imaging. To our best knowledge, this is the first report on 3-D computational reconstruction via a diffraction grating.